The Teachers and Researchers Association in Educational Sciences (AECSE), the Swiss Society for Educational Research (SSRE), the Belgian Association for Educational Research (ABC-Educ) and the three Educational research laboratories of the University of Bordeaux (Ceds, Lab-E3D and LACES) in partnership with The Graduate School of Education of Aquitaine and the Faculty of Educational Sciences of the University of Bordeaux join to organize the:

5th International Congress of Current Research in Education and Training (AREF\(^1\))
In Bordeaux on July 3rd, 4th and 5th 2019

In the tradition of AREF congresses, this fifth edition (without topic), will enhance most recent and structuring research or approach in education and training and will contribute to training of future researchers (plenary lectures on topics or new vision on old issues, panel discussion on current or emerging issues, topical symposium, workshops)


Abstracts should be submitted online between September 15th and October 31th

First notifications: February 1st 2019

Registrations: February 4th to June 7th 2019